Spontaneous transformation of polyelectrolyte-stabilized silver nanoprisms by interaction with thiocyanate.
The reaction of KSCN with colloidal solutions of triangular silver nanoprisms results in a shape transformation. The reaction cannot be explained by a simple etching of the corners of the triangles, as it is described in earlier reports on the interaction of silver nanoprisms with halide anions leading to the formation of nanodisks. The reaction products after KSCN addition are spherical silver nanoparticles with a homogeneous size distribution, which display the typical short-wavelength plasmon absorption at about 410 nm. The spectral online monitoring of the reaction reflects a rather homogeneous conversion process. In some cases, isosbestic points have been observed, indicating a reaction of the initial particle type directly to the final particle type. The kinetics of the conversion process are better described by a molecular conversion, than by a process with a step-wise transport of material leading to a continuous change in the particle shape. The experimental findings suggest a two-step mechanism for the conversion: In a first (slow) step the particle is destabilized by desorption of the anionic polyelectrolyte ligand. Then the destabilized particles relax quickly in a (fast) second step to a spherical shape. This interpretation seems to have a serious impact on the understanding of non-spherical nanoparticles in general: The comparatively large triangular shaped prismatic particles in aqueous solution are stabilized by their specific electronic properties due to the interaction with one or several ligand molecules and must be understood as a molecular-analog dynamic system than as a small solid-state body.